
2023 Charity 
Auction
This year's silent and live auction in support of
Legacy boasts an exciting array of 12 items
and experiences spanning diverse categories. 

From watches to thrilling flight experiences,
an authentic AFL guernsey to coveted Boxing
Day test tickets, there's something for
everyone to bid on to support our chosen
charity, Legacy.

Join us in making a difference as we bring the
defence community together for an evening
of generosity and camaraderie, ensuring that
the legacy of those who have served endures.

AUCTION STARTS
9:30pm
7:30pm

AUCTION ENDS

AUCTION PRIZES
 His ‘n Hers JFD Divex

Professional Commercial Diving
Watches RRP $700

Electronic Grenade Simulator
VIP Kit RRP $1,500 

Hawk Simulator Experience 
RRP $700 

ASLAV Experience RRP $700 

HMAS SUPPLY A 195, 1:550 scale
model RRP $1,500 

HMAS Stirling Experience 
RRP $1,000

NIOA Experience RRP $8,000 

Collingwood AFLW Guernsey
Signed, Framed + Authenticity

Certificate RRP $1,500 

Charter aircraft experience for
8 guests RRP $13,000 

‘Surfer’ Art by Kerry Inkster 
RRP $3,350

FOUR 2023 Boxing Day Test
MCC Visitor Tickets (Thurs 28

Dec 2023) RRP $288

FOUR 2024 One Day
International ODI MCC Visitor

Tickets (Fri 2 Feb 2024) 
RRP $248

T h u r s  7  D e c  2 0 2 3

GOLD SPONSOR

Bronze Sponsors



Item
Details

Dive into sophistication with a pair of  
JFD Divex Professional Commercial
Diving Watches, featuring one his and
one hers timepiece. 

Crafted with precision and durability,
these professional-grade diving
watches not only exude style but are
designed to withstand the rigors of
commercial diving. 

Whether exploring the depths of the
ocean or adding a touch of adventure
to everyday life, these watches
seamlessly blend functionality with
elegance. 

Elevate your timekeeping experience
and make a splash with this timepiece
dynamic duo that embody both form
and function.

Combined RRP of $700. 

x2 JFD Divex Diving
Watches 

Donation from JFD
David  Wotherspoon



Item
Details

The Electronic Grenade Simulator is a
functional prototype developed with
Jericho disruptive innovation, currently
being demonstrated to Army and in
use by special forces for soldier
training. 

This electronic training device flashes
and beeps, and is generally
representative of an F1 grenade. The
VIP kit includes an EGS unit (Grenade),
carry bag, spare bumpers, a single bay
desktop charger and power supply. 

This is only one of four VIP kits ever
produced: one for the CDF, one for the
Chief of Army, one for the head of
Jericho, and now one for you.

This simulator is fully functional and
can be used for training, display or for
general amusement.  Serial number
SB-DISC23.

Electronic Grenade
Simulator VIP Kit

Donation from Secure Bits
Nick Owen



Item
Details

Location: RAAF Base Williamstown

Timing: The SIM experience will be for
one hour and will be conducted at a
mutually agreed time, no later than
31st March 2024.

Embark on an unforgettable, money-
can't-buy adventure with the Hawk 127
Lead-in Fighter Simulator Experience
for two Defence Industry members,
generously donated by the Air Force
and 78WG. 

Set against the backdrop of RAAF Base
Williamstown, this exclusive
opportunity offers a one-hour
simulation that puts you in the cockpit
of the renowned Hawk 127. Aspiring
aviators and aviation enthusiasts alike
can immerse themselves in the thrill of
flight, gaining firsthand insight into the
intricacies of high-performance
aircraft. 

Hawk Simulator
Experience

Donation from Air Force 78 Wing
WGCDR Shane McBride



Item
Details

Embark on an exhilarating ride in an
Australian Light Armoured Vehicle
(ASLAV) for two guests, followed by an
exclusive lunch in the Officer's mess,  
hosted by the School of Armour at
Puckapunyal. 

This adventure is exclusively available
to individuals over the age of 18
and is valid until December 2024.

Enjoy a rare and unforgettable insight
into the world of military vehicles
wearing protective equipment
provided by the School of Armour. 

Conditions: Participants are
responsible for their transport to and
from Puckapunyal. 

Dates and times of this unique
experience are at the discretion of the
School of Armour.

ASLAV
Experience for 2

Donation from Army Schoo l of
Armour at Puckapunyal
L TCOL Ryan Orders



Item
Details

Own a piece of naval history with a
meticulously crafted Scale Model of
HMAS SUPPLY A195 at 1:550 scale. 

Commissioned at Fleet Base East on
Saturday 10 April 2021, HMAS Supply (II)
was constructed by Navantia. 

This intricately detailed model
celebrates a versatile vessel designed
to carry fuel, dry cargo, water, food,
ammunition, equipment, and spare
parts. It also provides crucial
operational support for naval and
combat forces deployed on extended
missions.

Beyond replenishment duties, these
vessels can combat environmental
pollution at sea, offer logistics support
for the armed forces, and play a pivotal
role in humanitarian and disaster relief
(HADR) operations following natural
disasters.

Scale Model of
HMAS SUPPLY A195 
Donation  from Navantia
Mathew Harman



Item
Details

Members of HMAS Stirling will showcase
the beauty and extensive capabilities at
Garden Island WA or Fleet Base West. 

Two industry members will be escorted
via private vehicle to see the wharfs and
any vessels alongside, training facilities
and have lunch in the Sir James Stirling
Mess. See the unique Tamar which is
distinct to Garden Island WA.

Those interested in infrastructure
projects will see numerous activities
underway. 

This experience is considered priceless.

Conditions: Visit subject to scheduling
considerations but expected to occur in
late Jan - end Feb 2024. Transport to
and from the venue will be at the
winners’ own expense.

HMAS Stirling
Experience 
Donation from CMDR Marilyn
Griffiths, HMAS Stirling



Item
Details

Enjoy an extraordinary day with this
exclusive package offering
unparalleled insights into the world of
firearms and defence. 

Begin the day with morning tea and
coffee alongside NIOA Executives,
followed by a comprehensive tour of
NIOA's cutting-edge Brisbane Facility. 

Immerse yourself in the world of
firearms with a detailed safety briefing
and introductory session, setting the
stage for an exhilarating 90 mins on
the NIOA 100m range, where you can
shoot a diverse array of firearms. No
license required, only photo ID and
participants must be 16 years or older. 

Concludes with a 'Gunroom' lunch in
the NIOA firearms showroom,
providing an intimate setting with NIOA
Executives. An unmissable opportunity!

NIOA Experience for
Four Inc. Lunch 
Donation  from NIOA
John Lawrey



Item
Details

Elevate your sports memorabilia
collection with this exceptional auction
item: a Collingwood AFLW Guernsey. 

This item has been meticulously
signed, framed ready to display, and is
accompanied by an Authenticity
Certificate. 

Valued at $1,500, this framed piece
celebrates the prowess of the
Collingwood AFLW team.

Whether you're a devoted Collingwood
fan or a collector of prized sports
memorabilia, this framed guernsey
promises to be a cherished addition to
your memorabilia display. 

Own a piece of AFLW history while
supporting a noble cause; all auction
proceeds will be donated to the DISC  
chosen charity for 2023, Legacy.

Collingwood AFLW
Guernsey
Donation from Sypaq Sy stems
MD David Vincino



Item
Details

Embark on a sky-high adventure with
this Charter Aircraft Experience for 8
of your friends, family or colleagues.
Generously donated by Ventia with a
RRP of $13,000. 

This exclusive opportunity offers a
return east coast charter flight in a
Ventia aircraft, providing a unique
travel experience for you and your
chosen guests. 

Departing and returning on the same
day from an east coast capital city or
regional airport of your preference,
this bespoke journey promises breath-
taking aerial views. 

Auction winner must contact Bradley
Grimes at Ventia in 2024 with six weeks
notice, subject to the availability of one
of three aircraft.

Charter Flight
Experience for 8
Ventia
Gold Sponsor



Item
Details

Professionally stretched, signed, ready
to hang and enjoy!

This painting uses professional quality
artist acrylics and mediums. Canvas
has been primed with Golden Self
Levelling Medium, creating texture and
an impression of movement to the
surface of the painting. The artwork is
sealed with a Matisse Gloss Varnish for
surface protection and a glossy finish.

Artist’s Description: “Named after a
line in Adrienne Rich's poem Diving into
the Wreck where Rich is said to have
used the prose as a metaphor for
equality - she is both mermaid and
merman under the water. 

Nothing quite as liberating as seeing a
young woman take on the sea - in my
view a courageous and exhilarating
passion suited to the fiercest and most
open heart.”

Original Acrylic
Painting, ‘Surfer’
Donated by Kerry Inkster
Artist



Item
Details

Immerse yourself in an annual
cricketing spectacle with this exclusive
opportunity: 4 MCC Visitor tickets to
the 2023 Boxing Day Test at the iconic
Melbourne Cricket Ground, featuring
Australia v Pakistan on Thursday 28
December 2023. 

This extraordinary package not only
grants access to the thrilling cricket
match but also invites you to join the
Victorious Australian Test Cricket
Team in the Members Arena for what
promises to be another memorable
victory celebration. 

Soak in the excitement and
camaraderie of one of cricket's most
prestigious events at the historic MCG.
Don't miss your chance to be a part of
this cricketing extravaganza in style. 

Escorted into MCG by MCC Member
and dress codes apply. 

x4 MCC Visitor
Tickets to Boxing
Day Test
Donation from Alex Hurcombe



Item
Details

Indulge in a day of cricketing
excellence with x4 MCC Visitor Tickets
to the One Day International (ODI) on
Friday, 2 February 2024 from 2:30pm,
as Australia takes on the West Indies.

This exclusive package not only grants
access to the thrilling ODI action but
also invites you to join the Australian
ICC World Champion Team in the
prestigious Members Arena for an
immersive experience of sporting
entertainment. 

Experience the electric atmosphere of
one of cricket's most iconic venues in
Summer 2024. 

Don't miss the chance to be part of the
excitement on this unforgettable day
at the MCG.

Escorted into MCG by MCC Member
and MCC dress codes apply. 

x4 MCC Visitor
Tickets to 2024 ODI
Donation from Alex Hurcombe



Item
Details

May the Force be with the highest
bidder!

Embark on an intergalactic journey
with the UniSA Millennium Falcon. 

This unique piece is a meticulously
crafted 0.3mm replica of the iconic
Millennium Falcon, complete with a
glass dome serving as a magnifier to
enhance every intricate detail. 

Whether you're a Star Wars enthusiast
or an admirer of precision
craftsmanship, this miniature
masterpiece is a must-have for your
collection. 

Your bid not only secures a remarkable
collector's item but also contributes to
Legacy and the well-being of those
who have served our country.

The UniSA
Millennium Falcon
Donated by University  of South
Australia, Futu re Industries
Institute



Charity Auction Rules 
1. Bidding begins at 7:30pm and
ends at 9:30pm

2. Bids must meet the reserve

Auction item reserves are priced
based on their fair market value

3. Bids subject to a $20 AUD
minimum bidding increment 

Bids under the minimum bidding
increment risk disqualification

4. Bidding on an item multiple times
is allowed

Each bid must meet the $20
minimum bid increment
requirement

5. All bids and sales are final

Bids and sales of DISC23 Auction
items are binding, no returns on an
item won

6. Bidders agree to pay in full at the
end of the auction

Winning bidders must pay at the end
of the auction by EFTPOS. Items are
not released to winners until
payment received in full

7. Items may change or be
withdrawn without notice

8. Limits may apply

There are limitations on several
items including black-out or use by
dates

9. Age restrictions apply

Must be over 18 years to bid

10. Bidder assumes all risk

Bidders assume any and all risks or
hazards associated with items they
win

11. Winners will be determined at
the end of the auction

DISC23.au will clearly
communicate who the winner is for
each item (the bidder who has the
highest recorded bid at the close
of the auction) and how winners
can collect their items

12. Items are sold as-is

It is the bidder’s responsibility to
carefully inspect or familiarise
themselves with an item for any
discrepancy or damage before
bidding




